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Atwood, Margaret Handmaid’s Tale- Offred, a Handmaid, describes her life in what was once the 

United States, now a shockingly repressive and intolerant theocracy. 
 
Backman, Fredrik Anxious People – Taken hostage by a failed bank robber at an open house, 8 

strangers discover that they may have things in common. 
 
Benjamin, Melanie Children’s Blizzard – During the Great Plains blizzard of 1888, some people risk 

everything to protect the children of immigrant homesteaders. 
 
Bohjalian, Chris Hour of the Witch – A Puritan woman in 1662 Boston plots to escape a violent 

marriage only to find herself targeted by superstitious neighbors when a child dies. 
 
Dray, Stephanie  Women of Chateau Lafayette– In a castle in the heart of France, a schoolteacher, a  
    socialite and a noblewoman question their roles in the face of three major wars. 
 
Eliasberg, Jan Hannah’s War– As a female scientist works to develop the first atomic bomb during 

World War II, a young military investigator is determined to uncover her secret past. 
 
Harris, Zakiya Dalila Other Black Girl– The only Black employee is thrilled when a new hire 

adds diversity but she soon finds herself even more on the outside. 
 

Hendrix, Grady Final Girl Support Group- Five women who have survived horrific violence find 
themselves once again the target of someone out to destroy them. 

 
Hepworth, Sally Good Sister– Twin sisters who are polar opposites are harboring a deep, dark secret 

about their sociopathic mother and must face the consequences of their actions. 
 
Hewitt, Kate Edelweiss Sisters – Three sisters risk everything, even their own lives, to save the 

people and country they love from the unimaginable evil of Nazi rule. 
 
Hewitt, Kate Girl from Berlin – Two girls lives collide in war-torn Berlin, and their  friendship is 

the only thing that might get them out alive. 
 
Joshi, Alka Secret Keeper of Jaipur–  In this sequel to The Henna Artist, former street urchin, 

Malik’s new life is threatened when he is implicated in a ruthless scandal. 
 
King, Stephen Dead Zone– After four and a half years in a coma, a man awakens with the ability to 

see the future, a horrible power that he does not want and cannot escape. 
 
Kline, Christina Baker Exiles –  The orphaned daughter of an Aboriginal chief and two transported English 

woman criminals try to survive in mid-19th-century colonial Australia. 
 



Klune, T.J. House in the Cerulean Sea – A caseworker in the Department in Charge of Magical 
Youth is sent to evaluate a remote orphanage and finds his view of life changed. 

 
Korelitz, Jean Hanff The Plot– A successful author who has stolen the plot of his book from a deceased 

student fights to hide the truth while figuring out who wants to destroy him. 
 
Kubica, Mary Local Woman Missing– After 11 years, a missing girl returns and everybody wants 

to know what happened, but are they ready for the truth? 
 
Leich, Will How Lucky- Confined to a wheelchair by a degenerative illness, Daniel believes he 

has seen a crime- a college woman being kidnapped and sets out to solve it. 
 
Maynard, Joyce Count the Ways – Orphaned at 15, a woman finds happiness with her husband and 

three children, only to have it torn apart by secrets and tragedy. 
 
 Miranda, Megan Such a Quiet Place– When the woman implicated in the murder of a couple in an 

formerly idyllic and close-knit neighborhood returns, suspicion spreads like a virus. 
 
Moreno-Garcia, Silvia Velvet Was the Night– In 1970s Mexico City, a secretary who loves romance novels 

searches for her missing neighbor and encounters an eccentric gangster 
 
Moriarty, Liane Nine Perfect Strangers - At a remote health resort, nine strangers find themselves 

thrown together and get more than they bargained for. 
 
Newman, T.J. Falling– Thirty minutes before a flight a pilot's family is kidnapped. The only way the 

family will survive is if the pilot follows his orders and crashes the plane. 
 
O’ Farrell, Maggie Hamnet- A young Shakespeare's is married to a talented herbalist when the ravaging 

death of their 11-year-old son shapes the production of his greatest play. 
 
Penner, Sarah Lost Apothecary – In the late 1700s, a female apothecary secretly dispenses poisons 

to liberate women from the men who have wronged them. 
 
Quinn, Spencer Dog On It– The 1st in the Chet and Bernie mysteries. Chet, a disgraced police dog, 

tells of his and his partner Bernie’s investigation of the possible kidnapping of a teen. 
 
Sager, Riley  Survive the Night– After her friend is murdered by serial killer a college student finds 

a ride home from a message board and starts to suspect her driver may be the killer. 
 
See, Lisa Island of Sea Women– Part of the all-female diving collective on a small Korean 

island, two friends are divided by their differences and forces outside their control. 
 
Shipman, Viola Clover Girls–  The new owners of a camp must spend a week together remembering 

the dreams they put aside and find a way to become the women they meant to be. 
 
Slaughter, Karin False Witness – A defense attorney is taken aback when she discovers her new, high 

profile case will be defending her childhood abuser. 
 
Ware, Ruth One by One – A company retreat is upended by an avalanche that strands them in a 

remote mountain chalet with a murderer. 
  
Weiner, Jennifer That Summer– A dissatisfied woman begins receiving misdirected emails meant for 

another and starts living vicariously through her. 



Weisberger, Lauren Where the Grass is Green and the Girls Are Pretty– When her husband is arrested 
in an admissions sting, a television personality and her sister find their lives upended. 

 
Weiss, Leah All the Little Hopes- In the shadow of WWII, two 13-year-old girls find their 

summer idyll in North Carolina complicated by mysterious events. 
 
Wharton, Edith Age of Innocence - Engaged to marry a socialite, a man meets a Countess unbound 

by convention and is forced to decide between happiness and the rules of society. 
 

Williams, Pip Dictionary of Lost Words - As a team of male scholars compiles the 1st OED, a 

daughter of one of them decides to collect the "objectionable" words they omit. 
 
 
 
 


